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Lots of Cloud But No Rain in Sight:
CSPs Drive Strong Leasing 1H 2016
Figure 1: Primary Data Center Market Fundamentals
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P R I M AR Y D A T A C E N T ER M A R K E T O V E R VI EW

On the heels of record-setting levels of activity in 2015, demand for data center space remained robust in
the first half of 2016. Absorption – measured here as the net change in leased existing/commissioned
critical capacity – totaled nearly 80 MW across the five Primary data center markets. Northern Virginia
(44.7 MW) and Chicago (23.9 MW) had the largest occupancy gains in 1H 2016 and existing vacancy rates
in each market are currently below 5%. Primary markets continue to capture the majority of large
deployments and continue to expand, although a growing lack of premium development sites in these
markets is slowly pushing the geographic boundaries of how these markets are defined and how they
tether together.

R E C E N T N O T AB L E A C T I V I TY

•
•
•
•

While leasing was sporadic, occupancy gains in Primary markets totaled nearly 80 MW in 1H
2016 – on pace with 2015 levels.
Year-to-date absorption was strongest in Northern Virginia and Chicago where existing vacancy
rates stand below 5%.
Cloud service providers are driving demand and account for 75+ MW of pre-leasing in projects
under construction or recently delivered.
The supply pipeline still robust – 189 MW of multi-tenant capacity currently under construction
in Primary markets.
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P R I M AR Y D A T A C E N T ER M A R K E T O V E R VI EW
I N D U S TRY D E M AN D

Cloud service providers (CSP) have been a key driver of activity and demand as CSPs account for more than
75 MW of pre-leased capacity across projects recently delivered or currently under construction. These
CSP deployments into third-party/multi-tenant facilities are likely as much “speed-to-market” driven as
they are strategic – the adoption of cloud among enterprise users occurring at an even faster rate than
cloud providers had anticipated. Many CSPs also appear to be adopting a “tripod” (or active-active-active)
strategy in key markets as they build and expand their cloud infrastructure, in many cases leasing similarsized requirements in multiple third-party facilities that may be in addition to data centers they’re
constructing themselves.
PRICING & SUPPLY

The “just-in-time” delivery model providers have adopted is perceived as a reaction aimed to help stabilize
pricing trends and introduce additional supply to the market in a disciplined manner. Over the past
several years the most drastic pricing compression has often been seen as a result of aggressive
competition for available spec space. Market pricing for wholesale colocation transactions has stabilized
over the past 12 months with several markets starting to experience moderate year-over-year increases to
the magnitude of 3-5%. Although the downward trend in pricing feels at odds from what one would
normally expect to find in such a vibrant, high growth market, there are several contributing factors at
play. Technology advancements and the evolution of data center designs have contributed to lowering data
center build and operating costs, as have the inherent economies of scale achievable by third-party
providers who build, own and operate data centers as their core business.

Figure 2: Construction Pipeline – Available & Pre-Leased Supply Under Construction
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P R I M AR Y D A T A C E N T ER M A R K E T O V E R VI EW
C O N S TRU C TI ON

With demand showing no near-term signs of slowing, the construction pipeline continues to expand. As of
Q2 2016 there are currently 189 MW under construction in CBRE’s core markets alone, with pre-leasing
levels typically hovering at or above 50%*. This is reflective of a recent shift in philosophy from data center
providers who have adopted a “just-in-time” delivery model to adding new capacity, a model that has
resulted in most U.S. markets currently being very landlord-favorable from supply and demand
perspectives.
D A T A C E N TER S T R A TEG Y

With the growing adoption of cloud and colocation into enterprise IT strategies, many end users are
exploring various options to monetize existing assets, minimize data center costs, and shift the burden of
those costs from capital expenditures to operating expenses and in turn redeploying capital from cost
savings to support core business initiatives. With no one-size-fits-all strategy, enterprises are employing a
myriad of solutions to streamline their data center and IT portfolios. These solutions can include sale
leasebacks, in-house to off-site migration, a hybrid of owned and leased solutions including cloud and
even leveraging geographies in multi-region site selection projects to achieve cost savings through
variables like power rates and available tax incentives.
I N V E S TMEN T & C A P I TA L M A R K ETS

The data center industry continues to attract investor attention as public data center REITs consistently
outperform other core real estate asset types. While there is an enormous appetite from investors looking
for opportunities in the data center space, end users with legacy assets should be cautious when
considering sale leaseback and disposition strategies. Not all data centers are created equal, and not all
facilities are “diamonds in the rough” ripe with investment potential.
*The delivery of two large projects in Q2 temporarily pushed current aggregate pre-leasing down to 35% at mid-year, although several pending transactions are
expected to quickly increase that total.
Figure 3: 2016 Net Absorption as % of Total Market Inventory
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M A R K ET D Y N A MI C S

Network and connectivity is one of the fastest emerging (and perhaps most critical) attributes of
investment-grade real estate. A building with redundant power and superior bandwidth becomes
increasingly more marketable as replicating connectivity ecosystems and power configurations is often
prohibitively expensive, if not impossible altogether. The importance of connectivity can only be
underscored as the number of connected devices grows exponentially, a byproduct of technology and
interactive capabilities being integrated into nearly everything – from autonomous cars to smart
appliances and augmented reality apps. With the proliferation of IoT (Internet Of Things) proximity to
end users is becoming paramount and should only fuel the race to the “edge” – the need for content
delivery proving key for future data center demand.
Figure 4: Data Center Market Cycle Graph*
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*The Data Center Market Cycle Graph reflects the current wholesale market conditions, taking into consideration the following variables:
• demand (leasing, absorption, requirements in the market)
• supply (existing vacancy, future availabilities, construction pipeline)
• rental rate trend
Distance from the horizontal market equilibrium line generally implies the relative strength and/or weakness of a market relative to each other and their historical trend.
Arrows indicate most recent trend.
Categories typically represent the following conditions:
Expansion: landlord/provider-favorable conditions; under-supplied market, strong demand, declining vacancy and upward pressure on pricing
Saturation: landlord/provider-favorable conditions; new supply more evenly balanced with demand, stable or slightly increasing vacancy, rent growth slowing or flat
Contraction: tenant-favorable conditions; over-supplied market, increasing vacancy, weak demand, downward pressure on pricing
Recovery: tenant-favorable conditions; stable or slightly declining vacancy, moderate but improved demand, rent growth flat or increasing
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Primary Market – Northern Virginia
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With net absorption totaling nearly 45 MW in the first half of 2016, Northern Virginia has maintained its
top ranking as the most active data center market in the country. Existing vacancy rates stood at 4.9% in
Q2 2016 reflecting extremely constrained conditions for a market of this size and vibrancy. While this
represents a slight increase in vacancy year-over-year, its more indicative of the ebb and flow of new
capacity being added and leased – it’s worth noting that vacancy rates have essentially hovered between 46% in Northern Virginia since the end of 2013.
Cloud service providers continue to lease a significant amount of third-party space in Northern Virginia in
addition to their own builds in the region – reflective of the Ashburn and Dulles corridor areas being some
of the most richly-connected network locations in the world. While some of the third-party leases are
driven by “speed-to-market” considerations, some large cloud providers are also adopting a more strategic
“tripod” or active-active-active backbone for their cloud infrastructure in key markets; usually comprised
of a blend of third-party deployments and owned or single tenant/build-to-suit facilities.
However, demand is not just limited to cloud service providers. Enterprise users spanning a wide array of
industry verticals have been active in the market, although the size of deployments from these segments
have been trending smaller, typically below 1 MW. Smaller enterprise requirements are in part reflective of
the rapid adoption of cloud and hybrid cloud solutions, which will likely have the near-term effect of
dampening the volume of traditional colocation deployments but by no means undermining the
fundamental net shift to cloud and outsourced/third-party solutions.
Given the tight market conditions and levels of activity, the supply pipeline in Northern Virginia is
extremely active. CyrusOne (Sterling II), Digital Realty (Ashburn Building J) and DuPont Fabros (ACC7,
Phase IV) all continue to build out remaining capacity. New projects from RagingWire (VA2), InfoMart
Data Centers (retrofit of former AOL facility) and Sabey Data Centers will also commission new capacity in
the next few quarters. In aggregate there are currently 40.7 MW under construction; while this space was
only 22% pre-leased at close of Q2 2016, speculative space has historically been absorbed quickly and there
are several sizeable leases expected to close before year-end.
R E C E N T N O T AB L E A C T I V I TY

•

Outside of the traditional development pipeline, there is a considerable amount of activity for
both land sites and powered shell/build-to-suit development. Corporate Office Properties Trust
(COPT) recently announced it had signed leases to deliver two powered shell buildings in
Manassas by mid-year 2017 totaling 368,000 sf total. DBT DATA also acquired two sites – a 10
acre site (with existing shell) in Sterling and a nearly 24-acre site in Ashburn. CyrusOne and
Digital Realty recently acquired land sites to accommodate future development, totaling 40 and
120 acres respectively.
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Primary Market – Silicon Valley
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As expected, market conditions in Silicon Valley continued to tighten in the first half of 2016. Existing
vacancy rates declined to 7.3% at mid-year, representing a 440 basis point decline from second quarter
2015. While net absorption tallied only 6.5 MW during the first six months of the year that total is not
indicative of the market’s overall activity or performance. As of Q2 2016 there are currently 43.5 MW under
construction in the Silicon Valley, all but 2 MW of that total construction volume have already been preleased. When these new projects are completed and commissioned later this year, absorption totals for
2016 are likely to surpass those of 2015.
As one of the most mature data center markets in the country, Silicon Valley is one of the first markets to
have almost completed a full peak-to-trough market cycle in the multi-tenant data center space. After the
spike in demand generated by the rapid ascension of social media, content and big data/analytics in the
late-00s, Silicon Valley has fully recovered from the right-sizing and transition of those requirements to
near record-low vacancy in this new cycle of prolific cloud demand. These low vacancies have severely
limited providers’ abilities to accommodate larger requirements. Currently only a small number of
providers with first-generation space could immediately accommodate a requirement larger than 2 MW.
However, as many legacy leases continue to expire and be re-evaluated, there may be a handful of largersized availabilities over the next several quarters in second-generation facilities that have historically been
positioned as retail/colocation inventory.
Given the landlord favorable market conditions and prevailing imbalance of supply and demand, both new
and existing data center operators have been scouring the Santa Clara area for expansion and growth
opportunities. Despite increasing appetites for these opportunities, powered shell or development sites in
Santa Clara’s current data center cluster remain scarce which will only be exacerbated by pressures from
the existing construction pipeline of office and mixed-use projects being developed in the area. City
officials have also stated their preference to promote commercial and mixed-use projects which could
result in re-zoning historical industrial areas, further limiting data center development. Regardless,
opportunities are sparse throughout the Valley – industrial vacancy rates declined to a staggeringly low
1.4% in Q2 2016 and nearly 2 million square feet of industrial product is expected to be delivered this year.
Considering these factors, it’s likely that longer-term growth in the Silicon Valley data center market will
be forced to migrate to new areas such as South San Jose or Fremont.

R E C E N T N O T AB L E A C T I V I TY

•

Vantage Data Centers recently acquired a property adjacent to its existing campus in Santa Clara
on which it plans to develop its new V6 facility. While detailed plans have yet to be announced,
V6 will be developed in tandem with an additional facility (V5) on its existing campus that could
add in upwards of 20 MW of capacity as early 3Q 2017.
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Primary Market – Chicago
MARKET FUNDAMENTALS
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The Chicago market continued its leasing hot streak during 1H 2016 with net absorption totaling nearly
23.9 MW during the six month period. The metro’s two largest wholesale providers – Digital Realty and
DuPont Fabros – accounted for the lion’s share of activity, although nearly all providers saw incremental
occupancy gains. Cloud providers have been the driving force behind leasing velocity over the past several
quarters and numerous other significant sized requirements are still rumored to be circling the Chicago
market.
With the strong pace of recent absorption, market fundamentals in Chicago have shifted toward an
increasingly landlord-favorable market with demand firmly outstripping the pace of new supply. Existing
wholesale vacancy rates plummeted to 4.3% in Q2 2016, representing a 410 basis point decline year-overyear with just over 7.5 MW of existing wholesale capacity currently available for lease.
Chicago runs the risk of becoming supply-constrained for the next several quarters as the supply pipeline
is not as robust compared to other Primary data center markets like Northern Virginia and Dallas. There
are currently 32.6 MW under construction, although nearly half of that total is comprised of the final
building of Digital Realty’s existing Franklin Park campus. Digital Realty hasn’t clarified whether they
intend to deliver capacity as a turn-key product in multiple phases, or reserve capacity as a powered shell
option. In the second quarter, QTS commissioned its first 2 MW at the former Sun Times printing facility
– a retrofit project just outside of downtown – with plans to deliver an additional 6 MW of capacity by
early 2017.
Chicago’s retail market is comparable in size to its wholesale segment, with nearly 114 MW of existing
capacity. Existing retail vacancies are just below 18% with approximately 20 MW of capacity distributed
across 17 different providers located in both downtown and suburban markets.

R E C E N T N O T AB L E A C T I V I TY

•

CyrusOne announced a significant expansion of its Chicago footprint with the acquisition of the
CME Group data center in Aurora for $130 million in Q2 2016. The CME will continue to host its
trading platform in a portion of the 428,000 sf facility as part of a 15-year sale leaseback tied to
the acquisition. Also noteworthy, CyrusOne acquired 16 acres of adjacent land and a 184 MW
substation that it’s marketing could provide up to 92 MW of critical load at 2N build out. While
plans have yet to be announced, it’s likely any expansion could accommodate up to 500,000 sf,
consistent with the size and scale of other recent builds in their portfolio.
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Primary Market – New York City/New Jersey
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Data center leasing activity in the greater New York/New Jersey region virtually ground to a halt in the first
half of 2016. Year-to-date wholesale absorption totaled a net negative 1.2 MW with existing vacancy rates
increasing slightly to 16.6% year-over-year. After recovering from a height of nearly 30% in 2013,
wholesale vacancy rates have been relatively static as the demand for large wholesale transactions has
slowed considerably. While there is still a market for wholesale product in New Jersey, larger-size deals
have been migrating to more cost effective geographies and this trend is expected to continue for the
foreseeable future. There is still sustained demand for small retail and wholesale requirements (up to 350
kW), largely being driven by the financial services sector and large regional/headquarter offices in the
greater New York metro region.
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R E C E N T N O T AB L E A C T I V I TY

•

In early June, QTS acquired DuPont Fabros’ NJ1 facility in Piscataway, NJ for $125 million
equating to $347 psf or approximately $7 million per MW. As has been widely reported, the
360,000 sf facility is currently 46% leased with roughly 9.6 MW of available capacity. The
provider announced preliminary plans to add an additional 8 MW of capacity and will likely reposition the facility as a more retail/managed services focused offering; similar to other
facilities in QTS’ portfolio, flexible resiliency solutions (N, N+1, 2N, etc.) will be offered to
accommodate the evolving demand profile of the New Jersey data center market. This is QTS’
second investment in the New Jersey market in recent years, following the acquisition of a
58,000 sf facility in Princeton, NJ that included a long-term lease with global IT firm Atos and a
50-acre, 14.1 MW solar farm.
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Primary Market – Dallas/Fort Worth
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In a market historically dominated by large multi-MW requirements, data center leasing activity in 1H
2016 was somewhat stunted by the makeup of existing wholesale availabilities. There are roughly 26 MW
of first generation wholesale space currently available in the Metroplex, but this capacity is divided among
twelve existing data centers at an average size of just over 2 MW per provider – more or less bite-size
chunks by Dallas standards. Net absorption totaled 6.7 MW in 1H 2016, with vacancy rates increasing to
20.5% at mid-year. A handful of customer move-outs and the right-sizing of previously reported leases
contributed to some of the variance in market activity, as did the ongoing delivery of new capacity.

A handful of customer moveouts and the right-sizing of
previously reported leases
contributed to some of the
variance in market activity, as
did the ongoing delivery of
new capacity.

D A L L AS /F ORT W O R TH

In fact, the delivery of new supply will weigh heavily on market dynamics in Dallas-Fort Worth over the
next 18 months. There are currently 49 MW under construction throughout the Metroplex, only a small
fraction of which has been pre-leased. The pipeline includes new facilities by ViaWest and RagingWire and
new powered shell opportunities by Stream Data Centers and Skybox. Additional new wholesale capacity
will also be delivered at existing facilities by the likes of QTS, Digital Realty, DataBank and Aligned Data
Centers. All told, competition among providers for tenants is likely to be aggressive as these projects begin
to come online in late 2016 and into 2017, especially for tenants who would serve as anchors for new
projects. While leasing volume is expected to increase substantially with the delivery of new capacity –
there are over 40 MW of active requirements in the Metroplex – the expectation is that Dallas-Fort Worth
will trend in a more tenant-favorable direction in the near-term. This competitive environment will also
keep downward pressure on pricing into 2017.
R E C E N T N O T AB L E A C T I V I TY

•

In partnership with TIAA, Allstate Investments and Edgewater Funds, communications
infrastructure investment firm Digital Bridge acquired Dallas-based data center provider
DataBank in Q2 2016 as its first foray into the data center sector. While details of the transaction
were not disclosed at the time of this report, the acquisition will likely accelerate a growth
strategy for the operator. DataBank operates two facilities in Dallas (at the former Federal
Reserve Bank building in downtown Dallas and on Digital Realty’s campus in Richardson).
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Markets to Watch – Minneapolis

The performance of the Minneapolis market – a secondary data center market by any measure – has been
closely watched over the past several years as a potential benchmark for other emerging markets. For a
market of its size, Minneapolis was historically under-served from a data center perspective – prior to 2013,
only three national data center operators had any kind of presence in the Twin Cities and virtually no
wholesale colocation options existed in the market, effectively forcing local enterprise users to build their
own facilities or look outside of the Minneapolis area.
Sensing the shortfall and existing opportunity, both new and existing data center operators have since
committed an influx of new data center projects and capital to the metro area, effectively doubling the
existing operational inventory in Minneapolis to over 600,000 sf and 51 MW in Q2 2016. Local, regional
and national providers alike have planted their flag in the market, with facilities developed by new
entrants including Stream Data Centers, DataBank, ViaWest, CenturyLink (in partnership with Compass
Data Centers) and IronGate Data Centers. Additionally, existing local market providers Level 3, Cologix and
OneNeck responded with significant expansions to their data center facilities.

Not surprisingly, with a diverse,
competitive inventory of
enterprise-quality wholesale
colocation options now
available, net absorption has
quickly started to pick up
momentum.

M I N N EA POL I S

Not surprisingly, with a diverse, competitive inventory of enterprise-quality wholesale colocation options
now available, net absorption has quickly started to pick up momentum. Occupancy gains have totaled
nearly 6 MW since mid-2015, constituting a 6X increase in demand compared to recent years prior to Q2
2015. Nearly all of the new development projects in the market have filled at least their first phases over
the past 18 months and providers are beginning to speculatively add additional capacity. Current demand
is of a similar magnitude, with around 5-6 MW presently identified in the market. Notably, lease-sizes
have averaged between 500 kW – 1 MW and activity has been driven largely by regional enterprise users,
including financial services and healthcare systems. At present there is 19.7 MW of available third-party
capacity in the market, however the available capacity is distributed across fourteen providers and
facilities making large chucks of contiguous space a rare commodity. Given the number of new projects in
this burgeoning market, wholesale pricing remains highly competitive, averaging $120-$140/kW/month on
a modified gross basis.
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Markets to Watch – Denver/Colorado

Similar to Minneapolis, Denver has been a historically under-supplied market from a third-party data
center perspective given the size of the metro economy and robust growth of local/regional enterprise and
technology firms. However, organic growth over the last several years and the entrance of several new
providers has positioned the Denver metro area as a potential future data center hub.
Demand for colocation space has primarily been locally driven with a handful of Denver-based operators
dominating market share. Net absorption totaled just over 5 MW in 2015, a slight increase from the last
several years. Although demand has historically been limited by available supply, recent activity has been
bolstered by new facilities from ViaWest, OneNeck, EdgeConneX and H5 Data Centers that are able to
accommodate wholesale-type deployments. There are currently around 9 MW of existing wholesale
capacity available in the Denver metro area.
This influx of new supply and the emergence of a more diversified, competitive landscape has resulted in
downward pressure on wholesale pricing and resulted in Denver currently being a somewhat tenantfavorable market. Wholesale rates currently average between $140-$160/kW/month, with retail rates
averaging between $225-$240/kW/month (all-in/gross).

Organic growth over the last
several years and the entrance
of several new providers has
positioned the Denver metro
area as a potential future data
center hub.

D E N V ER/C OL ORA DO

Situated about an hour south of Denver, Colorado Springs had previously been a magnet for several
enterprise data center builds. Recently however, enterprise build activity has reemerged with global
software company SAP’s announcement in Q2 2016, for plans to develop a data center as the first user on
T5 Data Center’s @Colorado campus. While plans have not been released, it’s rumored to be modeled
after the software firm’s award-winning design for energy efficiency achieved at their St. Leon-Rot facility
in Germany.
The addition of new premium wholesale colocation options in both Denver and Colorado Springs will only
serve to bolster Colorado’s profile as a destination data center market and will be watched as key
indicators for future demand, particularly as multiple data center providers are currently evaluating
expansion and/or entry into the market. Colorado’s geographic separation, somewhat central location and
highly skilled tech workforce are likely to prove attractive to large enterprises looking to fulfill hybrid
cloud deployments and could begin to challenge markets like Atlanta and Phoenix as a preferred lower
cost option.
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ABOUT CBRE DATA CENTER SOLUTIONS

CBRE has the world’s only fully integrated data center real estate team, offering strategy, acquisition
and disposition representation, project management and facilities management from a single
provider. Our Data Center Solutions has experience in primary, secondary and tertiary mission critical
markets across the globe. We have the tools and knowledge to make your project successful regardless
of location. With over 100 data center acquisition/ disposition specialists, 4,700 engineers, and over
300 project managers in over 75 global markets, CBRE has the global reach, resources, expertise and
relationships to provide our clients with end-to-end market analysis, planning, construction,
operations, maintenance, and execution capabilities. The DCS completed over 225 MW of
transactions globally in 2015, has managed over 2.5 MSF of projects over the last five years, and has
over 65 million square feet of raised floor across 560 Tier I to Tier IV data centers under management.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
DC

Abbreviation for data center
P O W E RE D S H E L L S

Purpose built or hardened shell; Power and
Fiber to site; no equipment included
C A R R I E R H O TE L

Single buildings with multiple fiber providers
and generally support retail colocation
providers
W H O L ES AL E C O L OC ATI ON

Building shell & infrastructure to PDU
providing space, power & cooling; Generally in
demised suites above 250 kW
VACANCY

Available capacity built out/commissioned,
does not include capacity under construction
or pre-leasing associated with these projects
A B S O RPTI ON

RFSF

Abbreviation for raised floor square footage
R E T A I L C O L OC ATI ON

Building shell and infrastructure in shared
environment, space generally divided by racks or
cages; May include IT hardware as well as a menu
of services
E N T ERPR I S E C E N TERS

Hardened data center; Houses “mission critical”
operations of individual companies
G R E E N F I EL D S I T E S

Areas/Sites identified to suit data centers; Typically
close to power/fiber
U N D E R C O N S TRU C TI ON

Only includes active projects where construction is
taking place, does not include planned capacity or
projects not actively under construction

Net change in existing/commissioned leased
capacity, does not account for leasing on
projects until capacity is commissioned
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